Presentation

There is more to interactive digital media than videogames and the sector is now open to more ‘serious’ fields such as industrial processes, the telecoms and audio-visual industries… Come and discover our world!

A close relationship with professionals in the digital sector

Ever since its creation, Cnam-Enjmin has had a close relationship with companies working in games and digital entertainment, and more generally with all professionals who are on the look out for skills in the field of digital interaction. This is reflected in the significant involvement of industry professionals, who provide input in terms of course content and teaching, welcome our students on work placements and sandwich courses, and with whom we collaborate on major research programmes. Cnam-Enjmin is the means by which the Cnam can participate in all the key actions for developing and promoting digital activities in France. You too can become one of our partners: let us benefit from your opinion on course content, support the school through the apprenticeship tax and help Cnam-Enjmin to be France’s leading school for digital development.

HR development, retraining and career changes: we are by your side

To meet needs in retraining and career change amongst videogame, audio-visual and telecoms professionals, Cnam-Enjmin’s continuing education provides:

- Training of the highest quality, certified by our Cnam school status, with the added advantage of greater flexibility offered by our regional location, together with a national and international reputation.

- A range of services tailored to your needs: select only those modules you need and choose between inter-company training courses, a VAE programme to validate work experience or bespoke in-house courses.

- Flexible and varied solutions: on your premises, at our training centre, distance learning.
Professionally-focussed content delivered by top-level professionals and academics, abreast with the latest technological and organisational evolutions.